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Introduction
Changing regulations, demanding revenue
expectations, and today’s unpredictable market
pose plenty of challenges for healthcare payers,
as they strive to redefine their role in the
modern healthcare ecosystem alongside new
entries like Amazon and Apple, medical
providers, and business associates. Payers
must find ways to reduce costs, increase
efficiency, and improve customer experience in
a competitive market where individuals shop for
plans online, without help from agents. As
changing regulations expose new risk factors
and value-based payment models replace
traditional fee for service arrangements, short
enrollment seasons combined with regulatory
restrictions on customer engagement inhibit
potential growth.
In 2008 and 2016, the federal government
realigned around new administrations,
triggering dramatic shifts in policy, with seismic
implications for the implementation of
regulatory requirements and agency rules. In
healthcare, uncertainty about the fate of the
Affordable Care Act has kept payers guessing
when it comes to developing new plans and
participating in the exchanges.
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Surprisingly, payers still depend on outdated internal
systems and manual processes or rely on external
organizations to manage highly-regulated workloads
and comply with ever-changing regulations and
enforcement practices. These practices are fast
becoming untenable in the face of consumer
expectations for a cross-channel, engaging, and
efficient member experience. To succeed, payers
must digitally transform their technology and
processes for an agile, scalable communication
solution.
True digital transformation will require healthcare
payers to reevaluate existing technology, processes,
and people who know how to make next era
healthcare ecosystems work and satisfy member
expectations. By transforming their communication
strategy and integrating with the digital ecosystem,
payers can not only remain part of the conversation
of evolving healthcare, they can help define a vision
of engagement at the leading edge of healthcare,
regardless of what the market does.

Meeting Compliance Challenges in a
Changing Market
The healthcare market is being disrupted by three driving forces:
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Evolving policy related to
the Affordable Care Act
and continual regulatory
changes.

Increased focus on the
customer and digital
presentment of member
materials.

New entries to the
healthcare market and
emergent business models
that emphasize integration
with digital ecosystems.

These shifts have placed tremendous pressure
on healthcare payers to innovate new products
and enhance customer experience while meeting
deadlines for annual enrollment cycles and
generating accurate, compliant documents
mandated by the CMS and other agencies.

just weeks after issuers applied to sell plans on
the ACA exchanges and less than three weeks
before the deadline to submit 2019 plan rates to
CMS. Payers received a welcome reprieve when
CMS issued a new rule authorizing risk
adjustment payments on July 24, 20182

Recent reversals over the fate of risk adjustment
payments reflect the latest twist in the ongoing
debate over the Affordable Care Act. In February
2018, a federal appeals judge ruled that the
Department of Health and Human Services could
not rely on statewide average premiums to
determine its risk-adjustment formula. The ruling
triggered a decision by CMS to suspend risk
adjustment payments amounting to $10.4 billion.
The suspension was announced July 8, 2018,

The recent flap over risk adjustment illustrates the
need for payers to cultivate operational agility and
scalability when it comes to customer
communications. Payers that rely on
time-consuming manual processes or external
dependencies will struggle to accommodate
rapidly changing requirements. Those that
modernize systems and processes will be able to
adapt in an unpredictable regulatory climate.3
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Even welcome changes can complicate planning
for the upcoming coverge year For example, the
CMS announced that payers may now distribute
Evidence of Coverage documents to Medicare
Advantage beneficiaries via email or other
accessible electronic channels and extended the
deadline for electronically distributing the EOC by
two weeks. The electronic option and extended
deadline can potentially save healthcare payers
$54 million in postage costs alone.
However, the CMS has indicated it will exact
harsher penalties for plan sponsors who miss the
new deadline, so healthcare payers that have not
adapted their systems and processes for digital
presentment will be unable to take full advantage
of the potential savings. Payers who have
outsourced materials to third parties will also
struggle to meet the new deadlines if their
vendors have not contracted with email and
internet providers or otherwise adapted their
business processes for digital delivery.
Regardless of whether payers outsource
mandated plan and member materials or produce
them internally, reliance on manual intervention
and inflexible technology compounds the risk of
incurring costly penalties for missed deadlines
and errata. For example, CMS imposed 24 civil
monetary penalties totaling $2.9 million for
non-compliance in 2017.4 For payers, time is of
the essence; they can only grow business during
very short anuual enrollment periods. Any time
spent on review and change cycles means less
time for quality assurance and greater risk of
non-compliance. In turn, time spent fixing errors
and ensuring mandated documentation is
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error-free means less time to develop and market
products and enroll members.
Regulatory change is not the only pressure that
impacts healthcare payers. On January, 2018,
Amazon, Berkshire Hathaway, and J.P. Morgan
Chase announced they were forming a healthcare
company for their US employees. A couple of
months later, Apple announced that it would be
opening two clinics for employees near its
headquarters in Cupertino, CA.5 These
companies are not the first to establish direct
relationships with healthcare providers to provide
healthcare to employees. According to a report
by PwC, 86% of Fortune 50 companies are
currently involved in the healthcare market.6
However, the entry of Amazon and Apple into the
market is significant in terms of their potential to
disrupt the way healthcare is delivered and paid
for through technological innovation.7 The scope
of the Amazon initiative also provides rich
population health data to improve healthcare
administration, plan benefits, and treatment
models. Moreover, both Amazon and Apple have
used internal corporate initiatives in the past to
test expansion into new markets, so these
ventures may signal an expanding role in the
healthcare industry.
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While healthcare payers are burdened by
cumbersome legacy software and disparate
systems, tech companies like Apple and Amazon
have ready-made integrations with the Internet of
Things, app markets, and digital ecosystems
thanks to the ubiqiuity of the AWS platform and
innovations like the Apple Watch. Apple also has
contracts with more than 80 hospital and
healthcare networks for use of its Health App,
enabling users to access electronic healthcare
records using their Apple IDs as of May 2018.
Now, tech companies are primed to collect and
use population data in real time without having to
make any changes to their current operations
and systems. Meanwhile, payers are playing
catch up as they transform outdated technology
for the digital era.

As the healthcare industry is disrupted by
regulatory change, the move to digital
presentment, and competition from the tech
industry, payers must evolve their business
processes and technology, including the way they
manage customer communications. Fortunately,
help is on the horizon. Next generation
communication solutions are transforming
member materials through five digital innovations
that help payers grow business and create new
products while complying with changing
regulations.

Tech companies are primed to collect and use
population data in real time without having to
make any changes to their current operations
and systems. Meanwhile, payers are playing
catch up as they transform outdated
technology for the digital era.
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5

Innovations for
Digitally Transforming
Customer
Communications

Digital transformation has become an industry
buzzword that means any number of things depending
on who you ask. According to Gartner, digital business
transformation is “the process of exploiting digital
technologies and supporting capabilities to create
a robust new digital business model.”8 Digital
transformation in customer communications centers
on cloud adoption, automation, and integration with
diverse apps and systems. Payers seeking to
transform their customer communications can craft an
agile and scalable digital communication solution by
adopting the following innovations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Embrace the cloud
Automate workflows
Drive content and data with business rules
Leverage dashboards
Integrate with the digital ecosystem

Digital Business Transformation. Gartner IT Glossary. Accessed on September 6, 2018. Retrieved from
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1. Embrace the
Cloud
In many ways, the cloud drives all other
aspects of digital transformation for customer
communications. Benefits of moving customer
communications management to the cloud
include:
Centralization of content: One of the key
benefits of the cloud is centralization of content.
The cloud replaces siloed, disparate systems and
databases that don’t communicate with each
other with a single platform where users can
store text and image assets and create reusable
master templates. By centralizing content, the
cloud also enables decentralized access. Users
log in to cloud-based solutions using a portal
famework and web browser from virtually any
location, thereby facilitating collaboration
between business users, subject matter experts,
legal team members, and other stakeholders.
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Superior version control: Because users access
content from a centralized repository, they no
longer have to email document versions back
and forth. The ability to make changes within a
single platform introduces superior version
control and reduces the potential for errata.
Auditing capabilities: Another benefit of
centralization is the ability to track user activity.
The cloud provides auditing capabilities that
enable project managers to see who touches
content at each stage of the content lifecycle.
The auditing capabilities of cloud solutions
enhance security and promote compliance with
regulations and other requirements.

Cost efficiency: The cloud also allows payers to
onboard personnel more quickly and
cost-effectively so that business users can get
started without having to learn complex software
or involve IT. Using an intuitive graphic interface,
cloud-based solutions empower business users
to perform even complex operations using simple
commands like point and click. Business teams
can create, manage and live proof documents on
the fly. Reducing reliance on IT personnel reduces
the number of full-time equivalent employees
required to perform tasks and allows business
users to perform tasks once reserved for costly
specialists.
Cloud solutions also reduce costs because they
are scalable and agile. SaaS applications lower
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costs by eliminating the need to invest in and
install legacy software. Subscription pricing
allows payers to purchase only the services they
require while providing the ability to scale up or
down as needs change.
Faster time to market: By integrating
collaboration and enabling on-demand changes,
the cloud dramatically reduces review cycles,
allowing more time for testing and quality
assurance, as well as increased time to onboard
new customers and offer additional products.
The increased capability to onboard new plan
members and innovate new products result in
improved business growth.

2. Automate
Workflows
Like the cloud, automation has changed the
game when it comes to generating customer
communications. Automating workflows
streamlines the content creation, review, and
approval processes, making it possible to
schedule job tasks while integrating contributions
from multiple stakeholders. Automating
workflows also streamlines the approval process
for sending documents to print/fulfillment, web
presentment, and archival systems. Users
schedule job tasks for requesting, creating, and
approving new communications, content and
production runs. Contributors are able to validate
content and data while role-based permissions
ensure that each stakeholder performs only the
operations authorized by their assigned roles. In
addition, automated workflows eliminate the need
to track production runs using manual processes
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that emplaoy email, copy and paste, and
spreadsheets. In conjunction with the
centralization offered by the cloud, the improved
version control and change management of
automated workflows dramatically reduce the
potential for error that accompanies reliance on
manual processes.

3. Drive Content and Data with
Business Rules
One of the core challenges for payers is
incorporating variable content and data based on
different plan variations. When relying on manual
processes, payers must create thousands of
document versions for each variation in plan
data. Automating changes based on business
rules allows payers to validate data as a single
source of truth at the point of ingestion and to
separate plan data from design and layout. This
separation allows payers to consolidate
thousands of document versions into a single,
standardized master template. Using conditional
logic, business rules then apply variable data and
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content to individual document versions without
altering the underlying template. Automated
business rules also allow quality assurance teams
to perform side-by-side comparisons of plan
documents. Using real time proofing, quality
assurance teams can identify discrepancies and
make changes on the fly.

4. Leverage
Dashboards
Dashboards provide users with complete visibility into every stage of the content lifecycle. Users can
easily check the status of submitted jobs or make changes on demand. They also allow authorized
personnel to audit system activity and manage changes. This transparency allows stakeholders to make
predictive estimates about when jobs will be completed, identify potential bottlenecks, and determine
how many employees and other resources are required to complete jobs on deadline. Dashboards can
also be configured to individual user roles, providing each stakeholder with visibility into assigned tasks.
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5. Integrate with the Digital
Ecosystem
In the age of value-based care, payers must
integrate with an increasingly diverse array of
group, benefits, and product systems at every
stage of the member lifecycle, from onboarding
to case management and claims processing.
Systems integration must include the capability to
ingest member data during intake and trigger
new documents and change requests. As the
system works its way through the content
lifecycle, it must also integrate with client profiles,
call centers, and member portals to provide a
responsive and engaging customer experience. In
addition, the system must integrate with
outbound systems to deliver member
communications through multiple channels and
records management for compliance purposes.
Digital communication systems with direct API
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connections into inbound systems ensure that
users know what communication has taken
place, generate documents on demand, and
send correspondence to outbound systems for
digital presentment and print fulfillment. Digital
communication solutions that use open APIs can
also integrate with customer-facing applications,
systems, and platforms like Salesforce, SAP,
AWS, and WeChat, while plugins for widely-used
applications like Microsoft Word allow users to
compose and edit documents using familiar tools
that increase efficiency while making solutions
accessible to non-technical users.

Barriers to
Adoption
While digital transformation yields tremendous benefits for payers, concerns about data
security and the cloud have hindered adoption when it comes to protected health
information and other sensitive data. Even healthcare organizations that have adopted the
cloud struggle to adapt their business processes from legacy technology to a cloud-based
infrastructure and SaaS applications. However, improved security and technology have
addressed many of the barriers to digital transformation.

(In)security and the Cloud
Adoption of the cloud is accelerating in
healthcare. In the report Navigating a Cloudy Sky,
McAfee reported that 96% of healthcare
organizations have placed at least some data and
workloads in the cloud.9 However, the healthcare
industry remains concerned about security. In
Crowd Research Partner’s 2018 Cloud Security
Report, IT professionals working in healthcare
cited data loss/leakage (67%), data privacy (61%)
and confidentiality (53%) as their top three
concerns about cloud security, followed by lack
of visibility into infrastructure security (43%) and
compliance (38%).10 The same report identified
five confidence builders when it comes to cloud
adoption: encrypting data-at-rest (49%), using
APIs for reporting, auditing and alerting on
security events (46 %), and setting and enforcing
security policies across clouds (45%). However,
9
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despite the interest in automated security
solutions, security tools like encryption and data
loss prevention are underutilized. Only 50 percent
of respondents use their cloud provider’s security
tools, while just 35 percent deploy third-party
security software to implement proper security
controls across on-premise IT and the cloud.
When it comes to risk management, selecting a
vendor that works with secure cloud service
providers is a must. Payers seeking a
cloud-based communication solution should
evaluate the vendor’s partnerships with CSPs and
ask about auditing and reporting mechanisms,
use of automated security tools like DLP and
encryption, and access control policies and
procedures. Some CSPs also provide
dashboards that allow users to track compliance
with regulatory requirements as well as log
management services.

Finding vendors who engage in regular security
assessments conducted by qualified,
independent, third-party assessors is also critical.
Five of the nation’s largest payers already require
their business associates to maintain HITRUST
certification. Security certification against
HITRUST is particularly valuable as the HITRUST
Common Security Framework is mapped to
HIPAA, the NIST Cybersecurity Framework, and
CMS requirements. Thus, certification by
HITRUST validates a vendor’s security program
and ensures that the vendor meets regulatory
requirements as part of the ongoing assessment
process.
Inefficient Business Processes
Many payers approach digital transformation with
inefficient and outdated business processes and
inadequate technology. Because plan data is
often unstructured, payers who rely on manual
processes must enter variable data for each page
of each plan document by hand. Reliance on
human input is not only time-consuming, it
introduces the potential for error at each stage of
the content lifecycle. The need to create multiple
versions of plan documents only compounds the
potential for error, as the same data must be
entered independently for each document
version.
The potential for errata and missed deadlines
also impacts the quality assurance and testing
process. A production team may have as many
as 100 use cases applied to thousands of
documents. Manual processes require that the
production team test 20-30 data fields for each
page of every document. Multiplied a thousand
times, this task can quickly exceed the capacity
of even well-staffed production teams, placing
additional pressure on payers to meet tight
deadlines while introducing additional
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opportunities for errors to creep in.
By automating business processes, payers take
human error out of the equation. Automation also
allows payers to ingest data once as a single
source of truth and apply that data to multiple
plans and document versions. Because the data
has been validated at the point of ingestion, it
only has to be tested once. Automation also
allows payers to test documents without
interruption, saving time and speeding time to
market.
Lack of visibility into the content lifecycle
presents further challenges for resource
allocation and project management. A customer
communications solution that incorporates
dashboards provides insight into the status of
projects, making it possible to forecast potential
bottlenecks, assign additional personnel, and
take other proactive actions to ensure that
projects are finished on deadline and under
budget.

Conclusion
Healthcare payers must comply with strict requirements for format, content,
and delivery of mandated customer communications. Ongoing uncertainty

regarding the ACA, the move to digital presentment, and competition from new
entries into the healthcare market are placing new pressures on payers. Payers
who rely on manual processes and siloed content and personnel will struggle
to adapt to an increasingly unpredictable market. By embracing digital

transformation, healthcare payers can not only rise to the challenges of the
modern marketplace, they can discover new opportunities for business

growth. Innovations for implementing digital transformation include embracing
the cloud, automating workflows, using business rules to drive content and
data, leveraging dashboards, and integrating with the digital ecosystem.
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Rethink
and ReShape
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Communications

Elixir has over 30 years of
experience in producing
document solutions for highly
regulated industries, including
Insurance. We help our
customers lower the risk of
errors and improve
efficiency.

Elixir Tango, our SaaS Based
Business Experience Platform
(BXP), enables your organization
to better manage your customer
communications, increase your
speed to market, and empower
Business Users.
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